The 21st century has, so far, been the century of infection. The realisation that contagious agents, supposedly consigned to the history books, were not just reluctant to disappear but emerging afresh culminated in the 2003 SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) panic. Ebola, flesh eating bacteria, West Nile virus, and BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy) did not concern many people, at least in the western world, 20 or so years ago. AIDS, unheard of back then, is widespread despite the barriers to its transmission. What if HIV-1 was airborne, as easily transmissible as the common cold? No wonder SARS set alarm bells ringing.

All successful virulent microbes started somewhere. Blue-chip infections: tuberculosis, influenza, cholera, diphtheria, etc, each invaded *Homo sapiens* at a particular moment. The more we learn about the emergence of old infectious agents the better are our chances of combating new ones. *Emerging Pathogens: Archaeology, Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Diseases* aims to unite protagonists of ancient DNA analysis and palaeopathology (the study of bones disfigured by diseases such as yaws, syphilis, brucellosis, and tuberculosis).

Larry Martin touches on how globalisation has brought changes in human ecology that rival those of 20000 years ago when our ancestors exchanged nomadism for an agriculture-based sedentary existence. Livestock farming introduced man to many pathogens. Likewise, the current surge in infectious diseases is not mere coincidence but a consequence of our changing environment and increased ability to spread microbes around the world.

Paul Ewald reiterates his paradigm-shifting view that pathogens do not necessarily tend towards a benign symbiotic state with their hosts. Instead, evolution maximises transmission-efficacy. Waterborne diarrhoeal diseases such as cholera, or vector-borne pathogens such as *Plasmodium* spp, are transmitted from incapacitated hosts more easily than from mobile ones. Increased virulence can thus have a selective advantage. In other words, some bugs get nastier.

The study of ancient infections has been transformed by PCR technology. Ancient nucleic acid analysis has been used in studying the exceptional virulence of the 1918 influenza pandemic in which 40 million people died. Histological slides of autopsy material from US soldiers who died during the outbreak, and material from victims buried in permafrost, allowed PCR analysis of the genetic composition of the virus. The first appearance of the H1N1 strain accounts for the pandemic, although an explanation for its remarkable virulence remains elusive.

Taphonomy, the study of processes that affect biological material after death, is an important part of ancient DNA work. What conditions best preserve specimens for analysis? Viable bacteria have been cultured from 40-million-year-old insects trapped in plant sap that has long turned to amber. That these ancient species could now contribute to the gene pool of pathogens (bacteria are remarkably promiscuous when it comes to sharing infectivity genes) highlights important ethical and safety issues in this work. In exhuming the 1918 permafrost-buried victims, some scientists did not take any special precautions whereas others used full biological protective suits. Guidelines, or indeed legislation, on how to proceed with ancient pathogens would be of clear value.

Media other than amber also have preservative properties. Mark Spigelman and Helen Donoghue report on findings from 263 mummified bodies conserved in pine coffins after burial in a Hungarian church 200--300 years ago. *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* DNA was identified in more than half the remains. Shorter-term microbial survival strategies can also affect health. For example, farm fields that haven\'t seen cattle for decades can yield *Mycobacterium bovis* in abundance. Bacteria can propagate within soil dwelling protozoa and successfully invade human cells if, and when, the opportunity emerges.

The containment of SARS (unheard of when this book went to press) shows how retrospective views on the distribution of ancient diseases can influence policies to curtail the spread of today\'s emerging pathogens. Medical history has thus become a weapon in the war between man and infection.

Anthologies cannot carry the single thread of thought that a dedicated author can bring to a subject. However, Greenblatt and Spigelman have worked hard to minimise repetition and inconsistencies and the final result is provocative and informative.
